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Social Committee Meeting – 23-03-2021 

Attendance: SS (Social Chair), SWC (President), MP (VP), LJ (Cuth’s Day 

Manager), EM (Formals Manager), SB, DM, NE, HR, LH, CA, SU, IE, MO, 

MW (FCO) 

Apologies: AG, EP, EG 

Absent: EW, NG 

Location: Zoom 

 

Summer Ball 

SS Venue will hopefully be Derwent, and date will hopefully be the 29th. We are optimistic but 

let’s not get our hopes up or spread the word that this is definitely happening. Everyone in this 

meeting should consider running for Ball Manager – it’s a collaborative job and I will still handle 

most of the boring stuff. 

DO NOT SIGN ANYTHING BEFORE A DATE IS CONFIRMED – companies will likely be lenient 

so this shouldn’t be an issue. 

 

Organising smaller ents  

ARents for popcorn, a Photo Booth, etc. – MO 

 

Organising music auditions  

This task is combined for Cuth’s Day and Summer Ball, does not include tribute acts, must 

also book the SCR as a green room for Cuth’s Day - LJ & DM 

 

Finding acts  

singing waiters, dancers, circus acts, etc. – LH 

 

Medical cover 

Contact north east medical - MW to sort and talk to SC (College Facilities) 
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Hiring photographers  

Roughly want three, find them through posting in groups, for both Summer Ball and Cuth’s 

Day, including a videographer for Cuth’s Day - NE (probably best to organise a shift system for 

Cuth’s Day) 

 

Decorations comm  

will give a budget closer to the time, will be finalised when we have a theme – AG, SB, IE, 

SU – will be supported by the rest of the committee closer to the date 

 

Food Vans  

contact local suppliers, we will probs buy £1000 worth of food from all them, they can sell 

more beyond this CA 
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Cuth’s Day – June 26th  

SS While this date is more likely firm, please do not sign anything without checking with me. 

Again do not promise this will happen it is all pending rules being lifted. 

LJ Classic fun beach party theme – for the decorations vibe, I was planning on having sex on the 

beach cocktail. Food: fish and chips and ice cream. A buckaroo surfboard, a volleyball game set up 

informally. For the dining hall we could have roller skating. 

MW We might need helmets and kneecaps.  

 SS describes some elastic bean bag inflatable thing she would like us to have. I think we had 

one in Freshers’ Week 2018, but I can’t remember it and I can’t follow what SS is saying. 

LJ Tribute acts (borrowing from my theme last year) will be female acts. Britney (absolute 

Britney) and the spice girls (wannabe).  

SS We’ve got deck chairs which we can use to decorate. 

MP I am concerned that these deck chairs have been in the cursed Sports and Socs cupboard for 

several years, and could be quite grim. 

MW Will get the bar staff to trial and clean. 

LJ There are some obvious motifs for this theme, get creative. 

MW Tickets will be £1 hurray! 

 

T-shirts 

 MP to organise the practicals of this, using Reinspire. 

SWC Could we have a crowd sourced one? Open it up to art soc 

CA Am happy to help design it, artsoc will be happy to organise 

 MP to decide on a deadline for design to be sent to him, LJ to decide on exactly how we will 

sort this 

 

Ents 

Need to decide on inflatables and sort with college, dining hall roller skating 

MP Can we do the battle ones à la Total Wipeout? 

MW We should do a poll to sort what inflatables we have 

 LJ to organise such a poll and post it in the Social Comm group. 

 

Decorations 

Need to decide how we want to decorate college to make it look really special, dining hall, 

presidents walk, 3 x gardens, cuth’s bar (and back bar) (AG, SB, IE, SU, LJ)  
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SS Social comm will support you close to the time, this is just so it’s not a mad rush day before. 

Organising music auditions  

This task is combined for Cuth’s Day and Summer Ball, does not include tribute acts, must 

also book the SCR as a green room for Cuth’s Day. The 2019 line up is on SS’s drive. Post a doodle 

poll on overheard - LJ & DM 

 

Food stalls  

Need to contact local suppliers and get them to hold the date, you will need them to fill in 

some forms for college (see SC’s email) SB to sort – get beachy food (fish and chips, ice cream, 

crepes, slushies, shaved ice, churros etc.) Please focus on local people – Bells perhaps? 

 

Silent disco 

SWC, MP, IE to sort channels [and to have a friend/ some sort of contingency plan if they 

can’t do it] 

 

Misc. 

LJ to organise cocktail and pimms stand with the bar 

MW to sort Ponchos 

LH to make a site map 

EM has a load of water gun type things that could well originally belong to cuth’s– will return them 

to us for this. 

 


